
Hash Trash .. “don’t let the facts get 

in the way of a good story!” 
 

Run no TuTuTuTu 

Location Waxy’s Irish Bar  

Hare Botcho 

Hashmen 33 

 

A man walks into an Irish Bar wearing a TuTu, a green wig and red lipstick ..... and that’s 

when the fight started.   

 

The Nasty hotline was very quiet this week. The hierarchy must be doing something right 

again 😁 

We met at the “other” Bruce Bishop car park rooftop location and eventually all joined as a 

pack in the location set by the hare Sir Botcho, to be greeted with a welcoming beer. Sir 

Botcho instructed the pack to follow him to the light rail station outside Q1 and take a ride on 

the G to the south and walk/run back to Surfers for a paradise down the Cavil Mall and on to 

the final resting place for the night at Waxxy’s  

 

On arrival at the rooftop bar the chat included stories that there were some hashmen who 

looked too comfortable in the TuTu and wigs. Truckie even wore a bra! 

Nosh was a Waxxy Burger washed down with a couple of free beers. 

 

GM Sir Two Dogs called the circle before the Nosh was served.  Sir Botcho was called to 

the circle who announced that Rock Hard is going through a tough patch and suggested that 

we send Rock Hard a Text of encouragement  

Run report was given by  K2Y2 Jelly, who shared his adventure on the run including a closed 

gate that should have been open. A bit of running and  a bit of waking and proceeded to 

be  acting RA by giving away the very limited number of DD set aside for other charges 

to Miscarrage, Brownie Box, Derolicked, AH Pissto and Botcho joined in for the DD.  

 

RA Brewtus charged Sir Ferret for not dressing up for the night.  

Then he turned his attention to the prettiest girl of the night.  

Nominations were Sir Rabbit, iceman, Rug, Truckie, Now Loved. Winner 

is Rug.  Rug shared the story of his wife helping him to  dress for the night and how he 

needed lipstick and help for his headache. What was the help for the headache? It was a 

broomstick up the Arse, and when Rug enquired why, he was reminded that that’s how he 

resolves his wife’s challenge when she says she has a headache.  

 

Next charge was for Magician  who managed to get three drinks from his two drink tickets  

 

 

Visitors K2Y2 Jelly, Derolicked my Balls, Dr Oxycodin, Ball Point.  

 

 

Weekly got left behind and had to phone Botcho to find the On On. DD 

 



POW Not appropriate for this venue  

 

Next weeks run Aussie in Buds Beach  

 

Rug alias Miss Singapore perfectly recited a poem by John Ogrady also knows as Nino 

Collotto, about shooting kangaroos and drinking beers.   

 

Miscarrage told a story about Victor Hector crossing Bass Straight on the old ship the 

Princess of Tassie and how he got the name Trifector Hector by spending separate nights 

with three members of the same family in the Princess of Tassie. Miscarrage then explained 

how All Bran got her name.  

 

Brownie Box joined in with his story about Sergeant Bollocks and a dog.  

 

Ball Point dressed as Desmon TuTu arrived and the jokes continued until dinner was served.  

 

End of circle called by Sir Two Dogs  

 

The drinking and laughter continued.  

 

On On Sec 

Nasty  
 


